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I. BASIC METHODS OF LINEAR ACCELERATION 

1.1 - EARLY DAYS 

electrode 

High Voltage Xn principle a linear accelerator is one 
in which the particles ace accelerated on a 
linear path. Then the noae aisple schese ia 
the one which uses an electrostatic field as 
shown on Fig. 1. A high voltage is shared 
between a set of electrodes creating an elec
tric accelerating field between then. The 
disadvantage of such a scheae* as far as high 
energies are concerned, is that all the par
tial accelerating voltages add up at some 
point and that the generation of such high 
electrostatic voltages will be rapidly limited 
(a few ten MV). This type of accelerator is 
however currently used for low energy ion 
acceleration, and better known as VU» DE GRMfT 
accelerator. 

Fig. 1 - Electrostatic accelerator scheme 



Late 1920's propositions were made, essentially by R. HXDEM0&» to avoid the limitation 

off electrostatic devices due to voltage superposition. The proposed scheme, later on (early 

IMO's) improved by E. LAWRENCE and D. SLOAN at the Berkeley University, is shown on Pic. 2. 
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Fig. 2 - WIDEBOE type accelerator 

An oscillator <7 MHz at that time) feeds alternately a series of drift tubes in such a 

way that particles see no field when travelling inside these tubes while they are accéléra-

ted in between. The last statement is true if the drift tube length L satisfies the synchro

nisai condition : 

where v is the particle velocity <flc) and T the period of the a.c. field. This scheme does 

not permit to accelerate continuous beams of particles. 

1.2 - IMPROVED METHODS FOR NON RELATIVISTIC PARTICLES 

Consider a proton of 1 HeV kinetic energy entering the previous structure. At a fre-

quency of 7 MHz such a particle, > th B-v/c-4.6 10 , will travel a distance of roughly 

1 meter in half a cycle. Clearly the length of the drift tubes will soon become prohibitive 

at higher energies unless the input RF frequency is increased. 

Higher frequency power generators only became available after the se;ond world war, as 

a consequence of radar developments. 

However at higher frequencies the system, which 

is almost capa<-icive, will radiate a large amount of 

energy ; as a matter of fact if one considers the 

end faces of the drift tubes as the plates of a 

capacitor, the displacement current flowing through 

it is given by 

I « u> CV 

where C is the capacitance between the drift tubes, 

v the accelerating voltage and u the angular fre

quency in use. It is therefore convenient to enclose 

the gap existing between drift tubes in a cavity 

which holds the electromagnetic energy in the form 

Df a magnetic field (inductive load) and to make the 

resonant fluency of the cavity equal to that of 

the accelerating field (Fig, 3). In that case the 
Single gap accelerating 
structure accelerator could consit in a series of such cavities 



fed Individually with power sources. 

Sue* single gap cavities could also be placed adjacent to each other 9a shown on Fig. 4. 

Fig- 4 • Adjacent single gap cavities : 

a) « arade ta) 2w mode 

in the 2* node case^ since the resulting wall current is zero, the coanon wells between 

cavities become useless» Then a variant of that scheme consists of placing the drift tubes 

In a single resonant tank such that the field has the same phase in all gaps. Such a 

resonant accelerating structure was invented 

by L. ALVAREZ in 1945 and followed by the 

construction of a 32 MeV proton drift tube 

llnac {Fig. 5) powered by 200 HKz wax surplus 

radar équipaient. 

o i û cb-cb 
RF ©i generator © ! p x ° 

Fig. S - ALVABE2 type s tructure 

in the 2» rode oE operation the synchro
nism condition i s i 

L * vT • 6Ao 

where A is the free space wavelength at the 

operating frequency. Notice that on Fig. 5 

the drift tubes are maintained by metallic 

rods to the tank walls. 

The ALVAREZ structure is still used for protons, as well as heavy ions» operating 

mostly at 200 MHz. Host of our present days proton linear accelerators are used as injectors 

for circular machines such as synchrotrons and their energy lies from 50 KeV to 200 Hev. At 

200 MeV protons are still weakly relativistic with B=0.566. 

Hotz : Since the progress in methods of acceleration came from the use of resonant structures 
which can provide high accelerating field with less power consumption/ the new defini
tion of a linear accelerator or "Linac" implied machines in which particles are acce
lerated on a linear path by radio frequency fields. Then electrostatic devices no more 
appear in this definition, but it is worthwhile mentioning that they are used as front 
end proton linacs. 
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1.3 - THE CASE OP ULTRA RELATIVXSTIC PARTICLES 

While B is getting close to unity for protons of 10 GeV kinetic energy, $ is «loost 
unity for electrons of 10 HeV. Hence above these energies the particles will have a constant 
velocity v - c and Ute length of the drift tubes will remain constant as well. The higher 
velocity needs higher frequencies. However triode and tetrode tubes could not handle high 
KP power at high frequency. The invention of the klystron In 1937 and its successful deve
lopment during the war led to high power sources at 3000 MHz. At this frequency the free 
space wavelength is 10 cm, small enough that the perspective of accelerating electrons to 
high energies soon became an aim. 

At the same time emerged the idea that ultrarelativistlc particles could be accelerated 
by travelling guided waves. It is a natter of fact that in a resonant structure the standing 
wave pattern can be expanded into two travelling waves, one which travels in synchronisa with 
the particle and the backward wave which has no mean effect on the particle energy. 

However TM modes (with an electric field in the direction of propagation) in rectangu
lar or cylindrical guides have phase velocities bigger than c. Then it was necessary to 
bring the phase velocity at the level of the particle velocity (v ^ c) and to do so the 
simplest method consists of loading the structure with disks as shown on Fig, 6, where the 
size of the holes determines the degree of coupling and so determines the relative phase 
shift from one cavity to the next. When the dimensions <2a, 2b) have been tailored correctly 
the phase changes from cavity to cavity along the accelerator to give an overall phase 
velocity corresponding to the particle velocity. 

Fig. 6 - Disk-loaded structure 

This type of structure will continuously accelerate particles as compare to the drift 
tube structure which gives a discontinuous acceleration corresponding to the successive gaps. 

Pig. 7 is a more complete drawing of such a travelling wave structure showing both, the 
input coupler which matches the source to the structure and the output coupler which matches 
the structure to an external load (resistive load for instance) to avoid the backward wave. 

These structures generally operate in the w/2 mode or the 2*/3 mode. For the former the 
height of each cell is equal to A/4 while it is equal to 1/3 for the latter. This is impor
tant, as will be seen later, for the electromagnetic energy to propagate. The interesting 
thing with travelling wave structures, in which the energy propagates relatively fast, is 
that the RF power source can be pulsed during a short period corresponding to the filling 
time of the structure, in this pulsed mode of operation much higher peak power pulses can 
feed the structure, increasing the accelerating field. As a consequence only pulsed beams can 



b. accaluated leading to aaall duty cycles. 
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Fig. 7 - Travelling wave accelerating structure 

Standing wave structures can also be used for ultrarelatlvlstic particles. In that 
cess the * node of operation is efficient, where the field has opposite phase in two adja
cent cells. This type of structure as shown on Pig. 8 often called "nose cone structure" is 
very siailar to the drift tube one in which the length of the tubes has been aade very small. 
A variant of this schene is used in the high energy proton linac (E - 600 MeV) at Los Alaaoa, 
«hare the coupling between cavities has been improved by adding side coupled resonant cavi
ties as sketched on Fig. 9. 

tuners 

Fig. 8 - Nose cone structure 

Fig. 9 - Side coupled structure 



1.4 • INDUCTION LINAC 

Resonant structures as described previously cannot handle very high bean currents. The 
reason is that the beam induces a voltage proportional to the circulating current and with 
a phase opposite to that of the RF accelerating voltage. This effect known as "bean loading" 
disturbs the beam characteristics and can even destroy the bean by son* instability mecha
nism. 

Insulator Induction core 

Accelerating 
field 

A cure for such a» effect in the case- of 
very high currents consists of producing an 
accelerating field with a very low Q resona
tor. This is obtained with an induction acce
lerator nodule {Fig. 10) in which a pulsed 
magnetic field produces an electric field 
component, according to Maxwell equations) 
Just similar to the betatron principle. 

The accelerator will consist of an array 
of such modules triggered at a rate compatible 
with the particle velocity, and fed by high 
power short pulse generators. 

fig. 10- Linear induction accelerator module 

1.5 - RADIO FREQUENCY BUADR^IPOLE (RFQ) 

At quite low 8 values (for example low energy protons) it is hard to maintain high 
currents due to the space charge forces of the beam which have a defoctissing effect. 

In 1970 I.H. KAPCHINSKI and V.A. TEPLYAKOV front Soviet Union proposed a device in which 
the RF fields which are used for acceleration can serve as well for transverse focussing. 
The schematic drawing of an RFQ is shown on Fig. 11. The vanes which have a quadrupole sym
metry in the transverse plane have a sinusoidal shape variation in the longitudinal direc
tion. Since a few years these devices have been built successfully in many laboratories and 
have permitted to lower the gun accelerating voltage for protons and heavy ions to less than 
100 KV as compare to voltages above 500 XV which could only be produced earlier by large 
COCKROFT-WALTON electrostatic generators. 

Fig. 11 - Schematic drawing of an RFQ resonator 



1.6 - OTHER METHODS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Among the other methods of acceleration one can at leaat distinguish between two 
classes : collective accelerators and laser accelerators. In both casas the idea is to reach 
much higher gradients in order to produce higher energies keeping the overall length of the 
accelerator at a reasonable level , 

Collective accelerators are already in use for ion acceleration but up to now they 
never reached the desirable high gradients, The oldest idea of collective acceleration is 
the Electron Ring Accelerator (ERA) where an intense electron bean of conpact size is pro
duced in « compressor (Pig. \2\. The electron ring is then accelerated either by an electric 
field or by a pulse magnetic field (induction acceleration) and loaded with ions. Through 
space charge effect the electron (hollow beam) will take the ions along. 

Fig. 12 - Principle of the Electron Ring Accelerator (ERA) 

Laser accelerators hold out the promise of reaching high energies with a technology 
which is new to accelerator physicists. Plasma media can be used to lower the velocity of 
the laser wave. 

It Is also worthwhile to mention that extension of conventional techniques are also 

studied extensively for very high energy electron linacé

il. FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS OF ACCELERATING STRUCTURES 

II.1 - TRANSIT TIHE FACTOR 

Consider a series of accelerating gaps an in the ALVAREZ structure (Fig. 13a) and 
assume tha corresponding field in the gap to be indépendant of the longitudinal coordinate 
z (Fig. 13.b). If V is the maximum voltage in the gap, the accelerating field is : 

V E - - cos wt z g 
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Pig. 13 - Approxiaate field pattern in a drift tube accelerator 

- * i 

If ttM particle passes through the center of the gap at t « o with a velocity v , i t a 

coordinate la : 

a - « 

and i t s total energy gain i s 

r+g/2 

IE - — cosiuï dz 
1 » 

' - g / 2 

. « v S j O g L - e V T 

where 8 - ̂  is called the transit angle and T is the transit tine factor : 

sio 9/2 
T " e/2 

For a standing wave structure operating in the 2if mode and where the gap length is 

equal to the drift tube length : 

g - 8XJ2 

one gets : 

T - .637 

70 iaprove upon this situation, for a given V it is advantageous to reduce the gap length 

g which leads to larger drift tubes as in the ALVAREZ design. However a too large reduction 



. in g trill lead to sparking» for a given input power per nster. due to an excessive local 
field gradient. Usual values of T lie around .0. In the more general case where the instan
taneous field is not homogeneous tnrough the gap. the transit tine factor is given by : 

ijy«> jut ds | 

jEglz)dz 

The transit tin» factor generally shows the mount of energy which is not gained due 
to the fact that the particle travels with a finite velocity in an electric field which has 
a sinusoidal tine variation. However this factor nay beceae naanlngless, for Instance if 
the node is such that the denoainator is equal to zero while the nunerator renalns finite 
as would he the case for a ™ 0 Î 1 *od* i" » pill-box cavity (aaa rig. 14). So one has to be 
careful when using this concept. 

Pig. 14 - T M 0 1 1
 m o d e l n a pill-box cavity 

ExatcÂie t EnviQy QCUH when the. iisld E z -in the. $ap va/Uu with z : 

one has t 

•I AE - e te I E (z)e , u tdz 

where * is the phase of the particle, relative to the HP, when entering the gap. 
P 

i l e p E z (z)e T d z 

By introducing • - * - *, 

one finally gets : 



I f J"ï I 
: - a II E (ije dzlcoae 

which has a maximum value for • • 0. 

How * appears as the phase of the particle referred to ttw particular phase which 

would yield th* naxinun energy, 

II.2 - SHUNT IMPEDANCE 

The shunt impedance R for an RF cavity operating In the standing wave mode is a 

figure of merit which relates tho accelerating voltage V to the power I*. dissipated in th* 

cavity walls t 

d S 
s 

The shunt impedance is very often defined as a quantity per unit length. So, a more 

general definition which takes also care of travelling wave structures is s 

dz r L 

where L is the cavity length, r the shunt impedance per unit length. E Che amplitude cf the 

accelerating field, and T- the fraction of the input power lost per unit length in the walls 

(another fraction will <jc into the bean). The sign in the right hand side means that the 

power flowing along a travelling wave structure decreases due to the losses. 

in the case of standing wave cavities an uncorrected shunt impedance Z is sometimes 

defined (computer codes for designing cavities) where V is Uio integral of the field 

envelope along the gap. Then, to take care of the transit time factor the true shunt impe

dance becomes 

R = Z T2 

s 

Shunt impedances up to 35 Mft/n are reached in proton linacs operating at 200 HHz and 

relatively low energy, while shunt impedances up to 100 .uft'm can be obtained at 3 GHz in 

electron linacs. For the latter a peak power of 50 MW (for instance supplied by a high 

power pulsed klystron) would give an accelerating gradient of 70 MV/m in a I meter long 

structure. 

However, present electron linacs work in the range of 10 to 20 HV/m with less efficient 

structures and lower peak power from more conventional pulsed klystrons. 

If a standing wave structure, with shunt impedance ft , is used in the travelling wave 

mode th'i the shunt impedance is doubled. This comes from the fact that a standing wave can 

be considered as the superposition of two travelling waves of opposite direction, each wave 

leading to power losses in the walls. 

It is desirable to have a shunt impedance per unit length r as high as possible. Let's 



have « look to the dependence of r upon the operating frequency i 

- The RF power loss per unit length is proportional ta the product of the square of the «a. 

current 1 and the wall resistance r per unit length t 

- the axial electric field E^ is proportional to the wall current divided by the radius b 

of the cavit-.y t 

Ez • V » 

- the wall resistance r y per unit length is equal to the resistivity p of the well aacerlal 

divided by the area of the surface through which the current Is flowing i 

r^ - p/2« b 5 

where 4 is the skin depth given by : 

6 - (20M0 */* 

and u is the permeability of the walls. Combining all these expressions and knowing that 

b « 1/u yield to thd result t 

r « /û 

which shows, from the viewpoint of RF power economy, that It Is better to operate at hljher 

frequencies. But there is however a liait in going to very nigh frequencies dun to the fact 

that the aperture for the bean must be kept large < 

II.3 - QUALITY FACTOR AND STORET. ENERGY 

The quality factor Q is defined by : 

u H 

where H is the stored energy. Clearly Q remains the same if the itructure is used either 

in the standing wave mcdi or the travelling wave mode. It is also eoanon to use the storM 

f-.iergy per unit length cf the structure w - dw /da. 

Then : 
61 W 

dp/dz 0 

Another quantity of interest is the ratio r/Q : 

quantity which only depends on the cavity geometry at a given frequency, and which can be 

measured directly by a perturbation method. The other quantities depend on oth&x factors 

like the jail material, the quality of brazing ect,., Q varies like w'fc, hence r/Q varies 

like u. 



EXffltccae : F-izidi, quality jocfe* fl and laUla */ î {OK a p&U-box cavity 

Note that pill-box cavities are very representative of single cell accelerating 

structures in nost cases. 

The field components for TN nodes in cylindrical cavities mrm given by t 

E » k? cos fcz J (k_ r) cos nO 

B„ « -k,k_ sin k.s Jitk» r) cos n8 r 1 2 1 n Z 

nk. 
B. » — - sin k.z J (k, r) sin nfl 

- " z~ ^ J

n ^ 2

 r > s l n n 9 

• Jc k, J'<k- r) cos no 

Z 0 " < y o / E o ) ^ 

satisfying the boundary conditions : 

E_ - E. - 0 for r - a 

The nost simple mode in a cylindrical cavity is the node ™ « , n . This is the 
fundamental mode which however requires - < 2. This mode has only two components (Pig. 15) : 

n 
Fig. IS - TO mode in a pill-box cavity 



"n - - f J, ">" 

2 M 

2.4 

For A » 10 cm one gets a - 3.8 C B 

In a resonant clEt...*: ,Q Is «xprossad as follows ; 

? " ' ta. 1 

o, - 2nf = — - — - »ith u - — 

i Rt 2 R ° JZ 

So. one can write for the definition of £ 

0 „ 2i Stored Energy 

* Energy lost during one period 

which can now be extended to a resonant cavity. 

The stored energy in the cavity volume is given by t ". • I I "'i? "» - i J„ w 

For the power losses in the walls, one notices that the magnetic field induces 

in the wall a current i > n » H 01 1 • I. Then the losses «re given by : 

d 2 } s „ 

where R is the surface resistance for a layer of unit area and width 6 (skin depth) t 

R = — with S - * 

and where o is the material conductivity and f the RF frequency. So ; 

dPd - i|± |„>U « 

The energy lost during one period is : 

wu 6 
« S . - î - d - H 4 " ' * ! -

and for the to t a l wall surface : 

w d = ̂ J _ I « I 2 < Î S 

Hence : 
2 / v l l l l 1 dV 2 KV 

Q 
_ 2 / v l l l l 1 dV 2 KV 

i f | l l | ? dS O S 



whore K i s the fora factor of the given geomtry. 

Considering «gain the M Q , * • o d « in • pill-boat cavity one gets t 

J H| dv . t J jjikjr» 2« rdr 

J H| ds . a J jj(k 2r)2nrdr* 2it« % j j ( * 2 » ) 

so 

C i J* JJ (k2r)rdr 

Prom the relation : 

j Jj (k 2r)rdr - 2^ J J (*,,«) 

one gets 

«-{ s i W 
ami for example : 

S * 10" 6a ft - 3.8 .10" 2 » I - S . 1 0 - 2 a 

gives C - 21590 

In addition one con also ce t the quantity jj Ce being the uneomcteà «hunt 
Impedance) 

hence 

r « « * 

II .4 - FIU.ING TIME 

From the définition of Q one has for a resonant cavity ; 

If the cavity has been in i t ia l ly f i l l e d , 'the rat* at vhich the stored energy decreases 
i s related to the power dissipated in the wrlls ; 

Hence the time i t tares for the e lectr ic f ield to decay to 1/e of i t s in i t i a l value 
iS : 



t -3* 
cf u 

which is the filling tine of the cavity, in the case of a travelling wave structure the 
definition of the filling time is different 

where L is the length of the structure and v^ the velocity at which the energy propagates. 
In a travelling wave structure the -ttoced energy exists but never adds up because it is 
dissipated in a ternunatlrg load and does not reflect. 

II.5 - PHASE VELOCITY AND CROUP VELOCITY 

These two concepts are of high importance in the case cf particle acceleration by means 
of travelling guided waves. As mentioned before such nethods are mostly used for particles 
which velocity is either close or equal to the ligth velocity c. 

Le; s first assume a cylindrical waveguide, and se&rch for the simplest T W (or E) node 
:h can propagate. Such a mode, with an axtal elect! 

mode which also has two transverse components E and I 

T V i V * 
-)Sz 

r i r ' . W 
•A • 17? ohms 

where B is the propagation factor of the wave travelling in the +z direction, satisfying 
the relation : 

2» u 

and where a is the inner radius of the cylindrical waveguide, u the excitation frequency, 
u the cut off frequency. 



A *ust be real and positive which Mans : 

X < X 

Ir. order tc lowe: the phase velocity the waveguide is loaded by disks, equally spaced 
if the particle la ->l"ra relativtstic W<-cj . The disks act like capacitive load» and reduct 
the speed of propagaticn es in loaded transmission lines. 

it is usual to draw the Srillouin diagram Cor the type ot propagating wave under consi
deration. This diagien relates the frequency to the propagation factor (Fig. 16). 

£ V vP<u 

Fig. !6 - Brilluuin diagram 

The straigth line v * c separates the two domains corresponding respectively to slovt and 
fast waves. For the latter, as obtained in a normal guide, the relatic. 

gives an hyperbola Eor a given *>c. 

"or a slow uav it will exit an operating point P in the diagram and the corresponding 
phase velocity is given by tga« — .if u varies, P moves on a certain curve ; the slope of 
this curve at pair... r is : 

„„fl _ dCu/cJ . 1 dJ 1 
t g e " d(w/v ) c d B e g 

P 
where - - (4^) is called the group velocity and happens to be equal to the velocity of the 
energy . lev in the waveguide : 



EK&icttz : CiU'cuCttt-tOH o& *lie ttiViÇ'j lion vatozUy 

The average power which flows through * transverse cross section of a waveguide 
is given by the integral of the Poynting vector • 

9 - 1 <t« J (E T x H T ) a s 

where only the transverse components of the field have to ba considered. For a TH mode 

i f l K 

>s ° 
rgy stored in the magnet: 

v \ v 1 It? f 

The energy stored in the magnetic field (purelv transverse eonponent) per unit length 
is : 

The energy stored in the electric field per unit length is equal to that of the magne
tic field. Hence the total stored energy per unit length l» t 

The velocity of the energy flow Is thtn given by : 

IT 6 1 6 I pi 6 

• I s ' ' c ~sr" [ s» ~ J 
one g**« : 

, . J d . i E . » 



II.6 - SPACE HARMONICS IH LOADED WAVEGUIDES 

In an infinite periodic structure (Pig. 171 the wave equation wist satisfy the periodic 

boundary condition imposed by the disks. This la obtained by choosing a solution if the 

form : 

ri 
2b 

m 
2a 

n». 
U jU 
n in 

I — I Z.d 

Fiy. 17 - Periodic loaded structure 

Elr,Orz> m e" Y Z Ejtr.-^z) 

H(r,5rKÏ - c" v z HjU^.z) 

where E. and H. are periodic functions i E (r,B,z+d) » E,(r,9,z). Considering two similar 

terminal planes in two consecutive cells, that means the fields will repeat except the mul

tiplication factor e~ Y which can be related to the propagation time from one cell to the 

next. 

The possibility of expressing the field in the above form is often referred to as the 

FLOQUET's theorem (the original FLOQUET'stheorem dealt with differential equations with 

periodic coefficients and the case of periodic boundary conditions is an extension of that 

work). 

Any periodic function such as E.(rte,z) can be expanded into an infinite POUAIER series; 

I j (r,a..) - £ , B l n,r.6. e - i 2 " " I / d 

Considering a lossless structure, the propagation requires y to be imaginary : 

Hence the field beccnes ; 



*- - - je z 
E'r.O.s) - V " E,n(r,6) • n 

with 
B n - B 0 + a m / d 

6 C is the propagation factor of the fundamental ypace harmonic. 

In addition the field has to satisfy the usual transverse boundary conditions of cylin
drical waveguides. Thus, if one concentrates only on the lowest 1» type mode the field com
ponents in a periodic disk loaded structure are : 

E « - J 5 IT 2" Eon V o n " « c,n 
i *0 -3B„« 
o c,n 

with t*..e more general relation 

B 2 - k 2 - k 2 

n o c,n 
Notice that all the space harmonics exist at a given frequency u. Once 6 is known ail 

B's are known. Moreover each ipace harmonie has a different phase velocity given by : 

pn e + 2TI n 
th , The group velocity of the n harmonic is : 

du ,dB v-l /«"H"1 

It is the same for all harmonics. 

The briilouin diagram for a loaded structure (or slow wave structure) is represented on 
f g . 19* At a given frequency there is an infinite ' umber of points P corresponding to the 

(B/c 

ttWc 

«t/c 

. 

>. 
V 

^r ft 

... . I . . , ' 
pi 

• 

pi 

Po n_ 25 »> 3n 
d d d 

Pi'j. 18 - Briilouin diagram for a slow wave structure 



propagation factors 6 , If the frequency changes t the points wove on curves which have ell 
the sane slope* corresponding to the group velocity. Hence one gets pieces of curve which 
can all be deduced by a simple translation of -s-. Since these curves aust join, enviously 
they must have zero slopes somewhere leading to the shape of Pig. IB. it happens that the 
first part of the curve has a zero slope, hence zero group velocity, at fid • 0 *nd n which 
give the lower w_/c and upper u^/c frequencies of a pass band which remains true for the 
higher space harmonics. The condition of propagation hence corresponds to i 

0 5 cos fid s I 

At 0d - * the phases in two successive cells are opposite (n aode) and one gets e 
standing wave pattern in the combination of all the space harmonics. 

The calculation of the real fields in loaded structures which would take careful account 
of all boundary conditions is tedious». Generally a reasonably accurate description of the 
dispersion curve, relating 6 to k , is obtained by an equivalent transmission line analysis 
or a coupled resonators chain analysis. 

In order to accelerate electrons which already have tha ligth velocity c the operating 
point in the Brillcuin diagram must correspond to the intersection of the k , fl curve with 
the 45' line (Pig. 19). 

0)/c 

«Wc 

Wo/c 

. ^ ™ p i ^ r « - - - . 

<L. i »p 

i 
Fig. 19 - Operating point for v D = c 

In a travelling wave structure the n mode is avoided according to the previous remarks. 
Either n/2 or 2n/3 nodes are used. For the former a phase shift of 2IT is obtained over 
4 cells while fox the latter it needs 3 cells. 

For an acceleration to take place one chooses the fundamental space harmonic such that -. 
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TIKÎ fundamental is the only one to givo a net accelerating field since the higher «pace 
harmonics have no effect on the average. Hence, most of the particle dynamics in a travelling 
•rave structure can be treated only using the fundamental space haraonic which can be calcu
lated, for any structure having cylindrical symmetry, with the help of powerful computer 
codes like U L A or SUPERFISH. The radial dirension of the structure is determined to fit the 
operating frequency u. 

III. ENERGY GAIN IN LINEAR ACCELERATING STRUCTURES 

111.I - STANDING WAVE STRUCTURES 

The energy gain in a standing wave structure is straightforward »*ien the shunt, impe
dance corrected by the transit time factor is known. However, when the pofer source is 
matched to the resonant structure through a coupling loop, such that no power is reflected 
toward the source» then the loaded Q value becomes t 

**L * 1 + 8 
where the coupling coefficient 0 is unity when the power given to the beam iff negligible. 
The corresponding filling time now becomes : 

2Qh 2Q 
fcf ' ~ = u (1+3) 

For long power pulses there is no peculiar effect, but for short power pulses which length 
is of the order of *** filling time (acceleration of short beam puiaes) there will be a 
transient effect during the filling of the cavity where reflected power can not be avoided. 
Hence the minimum power required to attain & certain accelerating voltage will depend on the 
coupling coefficient and not only on the .«hunt impedance. 

III.2 - TRAVELLING WAVE STRUCTURES 

For travelling wave structures the energy gain will depend on the HP characteristics 
of the cells in a more complicated way. It is usual to distinguish between constant impedance 
structures and constant gradient structures. 

III.2.1 - Constant impedance structure 

In a constant impedance structure, for instance rd the disk loaded type, all the cells 
are identical. Hence the group velocity v , which depends on the geometrical parameters of 
the cells, remains constant all along the structure. If L is the total length of the struc
ture the filling time is : 

g 

For a disk loaded structure as the one drawn on Fig. 7, operating in the 2TT/3 mode at 
3 GHz, the group velocity, which is a strong function of the iris diameter 2a is approxima-



tely given t>y • 

v /c - i ^ 3 ' " 
V 891 

.01 c for 2a - 1.97 em. 

AS the waves propagate in such a structure, part of the input power is rtissipated into 
the walls and the remaining power will lead to a smaller accelerating field, (fence the 
accelerating gradient decreases continuously along the structure. It was shown in the pre
vious section that ; 

c » W 
s 

w s - P/v 
g 

So one can write 

dP 
dz -' UP "V 

leading to the exponential 

_ (u/v Q)z 
P " V g 

_ (u/2v Q)z 
E * E • *J 

At the input of the structure the accelerating field E is related to the input power P 

=2 - *„ - s 

Integrating the field along the structure leads to the energy gain s 

- E<z)dz . ! ! „ ' J [ l - « * j 
Jo 

Xt ie ccMmon to use the attenuation factor i of the structure as follows : 

1 uL 1 <•> 
' 2 Qv - 2 Q f 

and the expression for the energy gain becomes 

vtotal * » orW* !«*)** »-*~VTJ 



OonsideT a disk loaded structure, 1 meter long* operating at 3 CHs in the 2*/3 
node and assuae an iris diameter of 1.97 or which gives v /c - .01. For such a struc
ture made of copper the shunt impedance per meter is roughly t 

r[H!!/ml - 8 6 - 3 - 6 « * l 2
[ c n ] -"<«!/• 

while 0 is practically indépendant cf (2a) and equal to 15000. 

For this example the performances of the structure are : 

t - 0.33 us 

T - 0.21 neper 

>[MH] 

III.2.2 - constant gradient structure 

In order to compensate for the variation of the accelerating field along the structurer 
dup to power dissipation, it is possible to lover the group velocity from cell to cell, by 
charging the geometry for the same operating frequency. In fact this is obtained by reducing 
the iris aperture and by reducing the diameter of the call at the same time. Such a scheme 
will make a bettei use of the available power. 

In a perfect constant gradient structure E • cte, so one must have s 

dP 
d 7 - c t e 

assuming the shunt impedance is not too much affected by the change In the iris aperture. 

Then one can write : 

where L i s the length of the structure, P Q the input power and ? L the output power. 

ay analogy with the constant impedance case it is usual to define the attenuation 
factor T such that : 

Vo 
Then one has : 

P » P 0 tl- |l-e~2T> [) 

lending to a linear variation for the group velocity 



«L 11- (1-e > î\ 

* 8 (l-e 2'l 

Th« values of the group velocity at both extremities are : 

.. ,., - "k 1 

„, ML e 

The attenuation factor is well defined when the output group velocity is known. 

In practice the iris diameter at the end of the structure is tutde as small «s possible 

compatible with the dimensions of the accelerated beam. Setting the output group velocity 

and the length of the structure give the input group velocity. 

The filling tine in the present case is : 

d2 g f, UL 1 

Integrating the accelerating field gives the energy gain : 

,«2 

"total -I»." «I-*!] 

' = r» I1' 

-frv.-J 
ExeAccae : 

Let's take the previous sot of parameters and keep the shunt impedance constant» 

One gets t 

vlL)/c * .01 

T - .175 neper 

' f - .2B us 

v loï/c 
9 

, 
.014 

VlMeV] 
, 

<- 6 ' Po[H«] 

The constant gradient case appears to be slightly less efficient. However in the 

constant impedance case the maximum field which takes place at the input is higher for equal 



energy gains. Since there is ion* worry «bout field breakdown on the wells, the constant 

gradient structure finally appears O W E S interesting although it is sore difficult to build. 

An alternative is to build quasi-constant gradient structures made of constant impedance 

landings, with transition cells between the landings. In that case the number of different 

cells is reduced. 

For travelling wave linacs the length of the power pulse nust be at least equal to the 

filling time in order to accelerate very short bunches. The partlclws travel fast through 

the structure as compared to the group velocity so they nust enter when the structure is 

completely filled. For longer bean pulses the power pulse Mist follow in length. 

Pulsed klystrons are available at the level of SO MM with a pulse length £ 5 us. For 

short bunches Is 10 ns) compression schemes are used which give shorter power pulses (< 1 uaX 

compatible with the structure filling tine, with a higher peak power which can b e a s n u c h a s * 

tines the direct klystron peak power. This is either used to double the energy of existing 

llnncs (for instance SLAC at Stanford) or to reduce tho total number of power sources for e 

given noninal energy (for instance the LEP Iïijector Linac). 

IV. PARTICLE DYNAMICS IN LINEAR ACCELERATORS 

Up to now a synchronism condition has been defined as a necessary condition for the 

particles to be accelerated in a linear structure. However this simple approach to the 

problem is not sufficient as it only describes the behaviour of selected particles whic*-

• nter the accelerator at the right time with the right velocity. 

In fact a bunch of particles, as it is produced by the gun, has a spread in velocities 

as well as .-. finite transverse dimension (beam emittance) . Depending on their initial condi

tions the particles will undergo different stories during the acceleration. It is usual to 

differentiate the transverse motion of the particles from their longitudinal motion. 

IV.J - LONGITUDINAL MOTION ! PHASE STABILITY 

If particles enter continuously in an accelerating structure obviously a fraction of 

these particles will see the axial field E at the wrong time (or wrong phase) due to the 

sinusoidal time variation. This already gives 

P^-^yQ /—N a feeling of tho bunching phenomenon that will 

[Tilt _yii ~M- J--2 occur in the two types of accelerators (discrete 

Y VQ' / acceleration through gaps or continuous accele-

' \ / ration with travelling waves). 

1 f wt 
\ / Two particles which arrive at different 

\ / tines of the accelerating half period (see 

\ / Fig. 20) can be either subject to equal energy 

\ / gains (H..N.) or different energy gains (P,P*J. 

20 - Particle phases relative to Considering for instance an Alvarez structure 
the RF field in which the synchronism condition is obtained 
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trill always ses the ses* phase 
of the accelerating field. 

A particle P which arrives in a gap in advance as cospared to ft will get less energy 
and its velocity will be SMIISE SO that it will take more tisw to travel through the drift 
tube, in the next gcp it will appear closer to particle H.. The reverse affect is true for 
particle P* which will get «ore energy and reduce its delay tine aa coepared to «.. Points 
H. » H_ act... are stable points for the acceleration since particles slightly away from then 
will experience forces that will reduce their deviation. On the contrary It can be seen that 
points B., N, ect... are vnsteble points in the sens that particles slightly sway fren these 
points will shift even more in the next gaps. 

In order to study the longitudinal notion one uses variable* which give relative posi
tion, and energy, as compared to the synchronous particle i 

At - t - t 

W - H - M 

where * is the RF phase of the synchronous particle and H the energy of the same particle. 
The accelerating field can be sinply described by i 

E - E cos <ut - — ) • E cos t Z O V O p 
When the phase velocity varie», u — oust be replaced by u ]-— in the forthcoming 

P * P 
expressions so that they will remain valid. The aslnuthal position z is generally taken is 
the indépendant variable Instead of t. 

IV.1.1 - Hon relativistic case- Adiabatlc damping 

The rate of energy gain for the synchronous particle is given by : 
dW d A v d 
dz" - d r U " VV ' dt ( m v s ' " • Eo *"•*. 

where E would take into account the transit tine in the case of standing wave drift tube 
linacs. 

Fee other particles the energy gain can be expressed in reduced variables i 

an. 
dz 

In addition one has : 

dV (dz-a* aj" w\v- v j 

which turns out to be 



5£ . , w w 

dz • v ' 

having assumed tha t : 

w - W-W a - | m ( v 2 - v j ) » m v ( v - v ^ I 

Considering small deviations from the synchronous particle one gets the following set of 

first order linear equations t 

dz • v' 

g - . E0 si-*,» 

which represent a phase harmonic oscillation : 

• 0 ^ . « î * . 

with angular frequency relative to the independent variable z 

e E w sine 
ft2 --

showing that sin A has to be negative for stable solutions. Notice that this is trua since 

v is a constant paramet - But the approach is still valid if v variea slowly. The wave

length of the snail amplitude phase oscillation is given by i 

\ - 2«/n 

and increases rapidly along the accelerator. 

Considering larger amplitudes one should 

=-*- » — — e B fees « + *)-coa* I-
dz* .v? ° » * 

The restoring force F can be derived from 

an effective potential energy function u 

. . . J , F àV 
which is drawn on Fig. 21. An analysis of the 

non linear motion in the phase space w. V> 

•hows that the oscillation is bounded at seme 

energy « , The corresponding curve is called 

the separetrix. 

The motion can be derived from an hamil-

tonian H satisfying the canonical equationst 

dz 
an 
3Ï 

Fig. 21 - Phase stability graphs 



One gets i 

a SL_ w*-e E ( s in{*+*>-* co i f > 
2 a v ' 

which, for ana LI amplitude», retfucea to : 

A particle with some i n i t i a l conditions will perfora an e l l ipse in the phase j 

I t ' s maxinum energy w - ^ Is Obtained when iP- 0 and correspondingly i t s maximal phase excur

sion 4 * ^ i s obtained when w * 0. One has the relation t 

,1ft 
i«L . [ e E o 8 i »s"Va] 

Lionville*s theorem stipulates that for a conservative motion the area of the phase 
space ellipse is an invariant. 

This is normally true foe a constant v . but can still be applied when considering 
adiabatic variation of this parameter (adiabatic theorem). 

It follows from the previous relations that 
/ e E v1'* 

"max " " * < - £ - s i n * s B V s ' 

/ e E „ .rV» 

It appears that « will decrease during the acceleration and the bunch length will 
become shorter. On the contrary w will Increase* but the relative energy spread w/w , in 
which the user is interested, will decrease. 

IV.I.2 - Relativistic case - Electron capture 

In the case of relativistic particles : 

S - i - i r t » ' - » - ' » 
with 

y - (1- B2r'£ B - I 

Then it happens that the previous formulae remain valid Just replacing v by y v and 
taking in as the rest mass. 

The same phenomena occur for relativistic particles but the phase oscillation becomes 
very slow at high energies, su chat in practice a particle can travel all along a linac in 
less than one oscillation period and some of the previous statements cannot have the same 
meaning any more. For instance if a short bunch of particles is captured m an electron 
linac and if all the particles have the ligth velocity they will keep that velocity and 



always arrive at the sane RF phase in the gaps, in that case the phase spread of the bunch 

will reaain constant. Moreover if thia phase spread is very small, for instance around the 

peak of the RF, all the particles will get tha same energy and the absolute energy spread 

will also ranain «wnsfcant while the relative energy spread will go down like y . 

It is now interesting to consider the case of electron llnacs, where the stxucture has 

a phase velocity equal to c, and to look at what happens when particles enter the stxucture 

having still a velocity saallar than e, as for instance produced by electron guns. 

So let's consider an accelerator with a phase velocity equal to c and an axial electric 

field E which has a sinusoidal time variation with constant amplitude E along the trajec

tory. Then if E is the field seen by a particle one defines the phase angle * between tïie 

wave and the particle by means of the relation i 

if v is the particle velocity, then 

dfc « 'tc- v)dt 

is the difference in path between the wave and the particle in the tine dt. This path diffe

rence can also be expressed 'in tern of the phase difference d4 : 

where X is the wavelength of the propagation in the waveguide. From the above equations 
g 

one gets : 

< * *9 

The equation of motion for tha particle, in the reiattvistic case, is simply : 

I- e E sin* P d t Ll -**><* J" 

and us ing a new v a r i a b l e a such t h a t 

g m CO9 0 

i t becomes 

do e E 
—- — 2 ain*sin zo 
dt n c 

d* _ d £ do 
d t " do df 

Hence ; 

2 i m c 2 1 - c o s a 
- s i n 6 d+ - — -— t 



Integrating fro* time t. where v - c, to tine t where 0-0 , a- a and •• •» 

l O 0 O 0 
gets : 

COSé - « » • „ •" 

Knowing that i 

,„ a /I - coaaA112 . / 1 - B \ l f e 

t 9 3"tï7ïo7«7 " iTTT/ 

2i «c* /l-B„\* 

• -co.*. 2- ( °) 
g -

:he left hand s: Since the left hand side cannot be greater than 2 one must have i 

"g J 

This "capture condition" must be satisfied in order to capture the electrons injected 

at a velocity leas than the phase velocity. For example, for X • 10 cm and an injection 

energy of ISO kev the condition gives E 2 7.6 nv/m which is technically possible, 

In practice however, to improve the capture efficiency it is common to use a small 

bunching section in which the energy is brought to a few HeV with a variable phase velocity. 

IV.2 - TRANSVERSE MOTION t DEFOCUSSING 

Looking at the electric field pattern in the gap between two drift tubes it is seen 

that there are radial components (Pig- 22), which are focussing at the gap entrance and 

defocussing at the end. In an electrostatic accelerator where thu field is constant this gives 

a global focussing effect since the particle 

having more energy at the end of the q;ip makes 

the defocussing effect smaller. In an RF 

accelerator the behaviour is different. From 

the phase stability requirement (• < o) it 

appears that the field increases with time 

during the passage of the particle. Hence the 

defocussing force becomes larger than the 

focussing one resulting in a transverse ins

tability as the particle may strike the drift 

tubes. 

• Field pattern in the gap of 
a drift tube accelerator 

It is possible to show the effect mathe

matically using approximate transverse field 

expressions only valid for small transverse 



deviations from the axis ; 

3 E sin (t 

ru G 

B0 - ^ - . f l - J f i ) 

(t - —-^1 cos f u t - u I — I 

The transverse force acting on the particle i s given by the Newton-Lorentz equation : 

£t t m r ï - e E r - e v B B 

dt 

v 
P 

Considering the synchronous partjels for which v - v and tut -u 1 —J • 7 +2 one gets t 

erwE 
i t a r ) - . _ _ S ( , - a » l r t n , 

p 

For ultra relatiuistic particles W « c) the transverse defocussing effect becomes 

negligible, in other words the transverse magnetic force compensate exactly the electric 

one. This is a well known behaviour in reiativistic particle dynamics. 

There are many other reasons Cor radial deflection of the particles than the normal 

transverse field components in a waveguide. For instance, in the input and output couplers 

of a travelling wave structure there is an axial field asymmetry which induces transverse 

components and gives a transverse kick to the beam, even at v - c. 

So finally in practice it is necessary to use external magnetic fields* such as given 

by solenoids or quadrupoles, to ensure a stable transverse motion within the aperture of 

the linac. 

IV.3 - DYNAMICS IN ft RADIO FREQUENCY QUADBUPOLE (HFQÎ 

Conventional proton {or heavy ion) linear structures, like the ALVAREZ structure* which 

use magnetic focussing, are only efficient in the range : 

. 04 < 6 - - < .5 
c 

For'0 > .5 it is better to use high 6 linac structures. 

For B < .04 successful activity in designing low ft structures is very recent {in the past, 

the solution consisted in applying a very high voltage on the gun to extract particles at 

energies that could match a drift tube structure) and the biggest success has been the 
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invention of the radio frequency quadrupole (RFC) which combines three functions t electric 
focussing, bunching and acceleration. 

The ftFQ is a four vanes resonator with quaOrupolar symmetry which provides a transverse 
electric gradient for transverse focussing (at low velocity, aagnetlc focussing is not effi
cient because of the v terra which appears in the force equation). Nodulated pole shapes 

(Pig. 23) lead to a longitudinal variation of the trans
verse field gradient giving a longitudinal electric 
component for acceleration and bunching. In a drift 
tube structure the transit time factor is worse at low 
6 ; in the RP quadrupole many cells are made (since 6 
is small) in an overall pratical length which permit a 
continuous acceleration and perfect adiabatic condi
tions to realize a very good bunching efficiency 

Fig. 23 - Modulated pole shapes {* 1 0 ° * J' 
in an HPQ 

The spatially continuous fields also cure the space charge effects that could freely 
develop in the drift tubes of conventional structures. 

The lowest order potential function, in cylindrical coordinates, which satisfies the 
quadrupole symmetry of an RFC can be written as follows : 

•["(I) 1 cos 2(I + A I (kr) cos k z I sin (ut + •) 

where V is the difference potential between adjacent pole tips, and ; 

prom this, the following electric field components are obtained ; 

r oo2 <|» XV 
" a * 

— r sin 2 * 
a 2 

kAV 

left V , 

I (kr) sin kz 

A = (m2 - lV{n 2 I (ka) + I Ink»» o 0 
X = 1 - A I o (ha) 

The quantity VA is the potential difference that exists on the axis between the begir-
ning and the end of a unit cell. Then the space average longitudinal field is : 

The energy gain for a particle with charge e and synchronous velocity Be traversing a 
unit cell is approximately : 
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AW - e E IT cos* 

, -f 
and T - i/4 is the transit time factor for a longitudinal field with space variation sink z 

and time variation sin ut, knowing that when the particle travels one period BA • 2x/k* the 

BF phase changes by 2». 

Applying the equations of phase oscillations to the RPfc giv«s the angular frequency for 

small oscillations : 

eA V w 2 sin 4 
U 2 - 5-

the angular length of the separatrix, • 

sin* - * 

1 - cos * m 

and the spatial length of the separatrix : 

z . — — 5 
m 2n 

Note that here * m is the phase difference between the 2 extreme elongations of the 

separatrix. 

To avoid space charge phenomena it is interesting to keep the longitudinal density 

constant during bunching which means s 

2 - cte 
m 

condition which determines 4 and A as functions of fi. 

The next interesting aspect of the RFQ is the transverse focussing during bunching and 

acceleration. The magnitude of the electric quadrupole strength is XV/a 2 which means that : 

- for given a, te, B the strength is constant in a unit cell 

- the same strength can be maintained in every unit by keeping XV/a2 constant. 

The equation for the transverse oscillation is : 

Sf« J".*»- /» f cos 2», - ÏÎ - * i ~ si„«l« 

where T is the reduced variable : 

T = (ut -t- 4)/2it 

The previous equation is of the MATHIEU type : 

• d 2 x 
=-=• + ÏA + B COS 2 a TJX » 0 
d T2 

which means that solutions can be stable for some combinations of A and B. It can be shown 



that the oscillations will be stable if the following conditions are satisfied 

2 •> c 2 () J 

An analysis of these inequalities shows that in practice the transverse oscillations 

are stable with any values of the synchronous phase (up to -90*) just as in accelerators 

with static lenses. 

In practice an RFC can bring proton (or ion} energies from a few 10 JceV to a few HeV 
over a very reasonable overall length (1 to 2 meters). 
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